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ABSTRACT

The neutron intensity for TOF spectra representation has, until now, only
been expressed in terms of double differential yield; number of neutrons per unit
charge per unit solid angle per unit neutron energy interval (i.e. neutron intensity
at a given resolving power).

For accelerator-based neutron sources, the double differential yield - in terms
of neutron energy interval - is found to be affected by the kinematics of the
neutron producing reaction, to produce intensity irrelevant spectra. The results
affect not only the applications that depend on relative neutron intensities, but
also the applications that depend on the neutron intensity-weighted integration of
the neutron spectra (e.g. neutron average energy calculation, and dose calculation
using kerma factors).

Other definition of the double differential yield - in terms of projectile energy
loss - is suggested to avoid the drawbacks of the old definition. The neutron
spectra that are driven using the two definitions are discussed.

Keywords: Neutron Spectra, Accelerator-Based Neutron Sources,
TOF Technique, and Double Differential Yield.

INTRODUCTION

The methods of measurement of neutron energy spectra can be classified into three
main categories: 1) Activation and fission spectroscopy, 2) Proton recoil spectroscopy, and 3)
Time-of-flight (TOF) technique. For the first two categories, the measured data are presented
in terms of channel number vs. counts per channel. The counts per channel data are
transformed linearly to yield per unit solid angle, i.e. differential yield. The channel numbers
are transformed linearly into neutron energy using a suitable calibration curve. For the TOF
technique, the measured data are presented in terms of time-of-flight vs. counts per time
interval, which could be linearly transformed into differential yield vs. neutron velocity.

Neutrons can be detected with reasonable efficiency, but they are virtually impossible
to accelerate. This situation was responsible for the fact that among the earliest studies with
neutrons were those in which the neutron energy was determined from measurement of its
velocity. The introduction of the TOF technique has made the study of the reactions yielding
neutrons much less laborious. Although the TOF technique results in obtaining a good
neutron velocity spectra, however transforming these velocity spectra to energy spectra pass
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through a non-linear relationship. Therefore, this non-linear relationship between the
measured quantity, "time-of-flight", and the represented quantity, "neutron energy", leads to
non-equal neutron energy intervals, which cause a loss of linearity between the neutron
energy and the related neutron intensity (see figure 1). To avoid this non-linearity and to
obtain energy interval-independent spectra, the neutron intensity - or the differential yield - is
divided by the width of neutron energy interval. In other words, to differentiate the angular
differential yield with respect to the neutron energy, and hence the name double differential
yield.
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Figure 1: General representation of raw neutron spectra, where channel
number is replaced by time-of-flight in case of TOF spectra.

For accelerator-based neutron sources, the double differential spectra are considered as
an intrinsic property of a certain reaction. The double differential yield may be calculated
theoretically by the expression

(1)
39

where No is Avogadro's number (6.023 x 1023 molecule per mole), A is the target material
molecular weight (mass number in grams, g/mole), a(£, 0^ is the reaction cross-section (cm2,
where 1 'cm2 = 10 4 barn) which depends on the projectile energy and neutron emission angle,
S(C) is the stopping-power of the target material ( MeV/(g/cm2) ), and d£ / dEn is the
transformation coefficient between projectile energy, ^ , and the neutron energy, En . The
double differential spectra are derived using the projectile energy range though the target
thickness, starting from the projectile incident energy, Ep, down to the projectile exit energy,
Ep-E,, from the target slap, considering that reaction cross-section equal to zero for values of £
less than reaction threshold energy. The target thickness in energy unit, Et, represents the
projectile energy loss during its passage through the target.

In the present work, the cross-section and stopping power data are supplied from the
DROSG-2000 code database. The angular and energy dependence between the projectile
energies and neutron energies are calculated using the classical relativistic two-body
kinematics model.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evidence of existence of drawbacks

In this section, some examples will be discussed to prove that the calculated double
differential yield results in intensity irrelevant spectra at different conditions, i.e. forward
angles, backward angles, and region of kinematic non-linearity. The resultant double
differential spectra are complex ones.

..Figure 2.a reflects that, for d-T reaction, there are infinite peak at projectile energies
1,0, 2.0, and 4.0 MeV and angles 112°, 122°, and 142°, respectively. This peak has no
evidence from the reaction cross section (compare with figure 2.b), which indicates that this
peak do not reflect the actual laboratory neutron intensity. Actually, it is evident that all
exothermic reactions have such infinite peak at different backward angles - depending on the
energy - in the double differential yield. It seems that this peak tends to 90° as the projectile
energy tends to zero, and moves up to 180° as the projectile energy increases.

Examining the reaction kinematics indicate that this peak coincide with region of
possibility of producing a same neutron energy from two different projectile energies (figures
3.a and 3.b). This region characterized by slow rate of changing emitted neutron energies
regarding to the incident projectile energies. This change tends to zero at different emission
angles and incident energies. Thus, differentiation with respect to neutron energy at this
region leads to this peak which tends to infinity at energy corresponding to zero change in
neutron energy. It means that this peak is a kinematic peak and not intensity related, and that
the neutron spectra will reflect misleading high intensity, up to infinity, around these angles.

Double differential yield may result in intensity-irrelevant energy spectra, at regions
of different kinematic dependence between projectile and neutron energies, even at same
neutron emission angle. As the double differential yield is a complex quantity, so the current
problem will be discussed using the kinematic term in the equation (1), d£/dEn . For d-T
reaction, the neutron energy is non-linearly dependent on the projectile energy at low energies
(figure 4.a). It is seen from figure 4.b that the corresponding kinematic factor, d£/dEn, tends
to zero as projectile energy tends to zero. As the projectile energy increases the kinematic
factor increases up to unity at high energy. Another famous non-linear region is the double-
valued region just above the reaction threshold of endothermic reactions, e.g. p-Li reaction
(figure 5.a). It is seen from figure 5.b that the corresponding kinematic factor, d£/dEn, tends
to infinity as neutron energy of the second energy group tends to zero! The factor tends to
zero as the neutron energy approaches that correspond to reaction threshold. At high incident
energies, the kinematic factor tends to unity. Such unstable behavior of the kinematic factor
means that different parts of the double differential spectra will have different weight. In other
words, it means that at regions of kinematic non-linearity the neutron intensity spectra will be
weighted according to the rate of neutron energy change with respect to the projectile energy,
e.g. curves 4.b and 5.b can be seen as weight functions of the actual intensity spectra.

Double differential yield may result in an intensity-irrelevant angular anisotropy of
the neutron producing reactions, even at forward angles. Figure 2.b indicates that the d-T
reaction cross section has maximum value at zero degree. As the projectile energy loss is
independent of the neutron emission angle, so it is expected that the neutron intensity have the
maximum value at zero degree (equation 1). However, figure 6 shows that the double
differential yield has the minimum value at zero degree for incident energies of 1.0 and 2.0
MeV and at 63.75° for 4 MeV. It means that the double differential spectra can not be used to
study different angular spectra of neutron producing reactions, as it is not real intensity
spectra. Also, integration of such angular spectra with respect to solid angle will result in
accumulation of the kinematic factor effect over many polar angles.
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Figure 2 : Angular anisotropy of d-T reaction : a) double differential yield (gas target) shows
infinite peaks at different angles, while b) the cross section has no such peaks.
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Figure 3 : Energy dependence of d-T reaction : a) Double differential yield (gas target) shows

infinite peaks at different energies and b) the corresponding kinematic dependence.
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Figure 4 : For the d-T reaction : a) neutron energy shows a non-linear dependence on the
projectile energy at low energies and b) the corresponding kinematic factor of
the double differential yield, which tends to unity at high energies.
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Figure 5 : For the p-7Li reaction : a) Neutron Energy shows a non-linear dependence on the
projectile energy at low energies and b) the corresponding kinematic factor, which
tends to infinity as the second energy group tends to zero.
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Alternative quantity

The initial requirements of the alternative quantity are to be kinematically
independent, intensity related, and to avoid the non-equal width of the neutron energy
intervals of the TOF spectra. This can be achieved by differentiating the angular differential
yield with respect to target thickness in terms of projectile energy loss, d£, instead of the
produced neutron energy spread or interval, dEn. Thus, the kinematic factor d£/dEn will be
replaced by d£ / d£ , which equals unity, and the kinematic term will disappear from the
double differential yield expression.

Figure 7 shows comparison between the neutron spectra 'of d-T reaction using the old
definition of double differential yield and the suggested one. The old spectrum shows lower
intensity of neutron peak, which is attributed to the kinematic factor (see figure 4.b). The new
spectrum reflects the resonance peak of d-T reaction at 110 keV incident energy. The intensity
of new spectrum is 4 times higher than the old one at the peak position of 14.7 MeV.

Also, the suggested double differential yield reflects the real angular intensity of the
produced neutrons. Figure 8.a shows that the calculated intensity have the same shape as the
reaction cross-section (figure 2.b) - disregarding the peaks at some backward angles -
considering that the stopping power decreases exponentially with increasing incident energy.
The reason for such peaks is that the exothermic reactions at backward angles have a
possibility to produce same neutron energy group from two different projectile energies
(figure 3.b). The resultant neutron intensity is summation of the two possible values. The
addition of the two possible yields must consider the target thickness, in which the thin target
restricts the existence of the lower projectile energy throughout the target thickness. So these
peaks appear to have less width in figure 8.b, with a thin target of 0.5 MeV energy loss,
compared to thick target of figure 8.a'. Figure 8.a shows that these peaks is very high for the
low incidence energy, e.g. 1 MeV, which can be attributed to the coincidence of second
possible yield from the lower incident energy with the resonance cross-section at 110 keV.

In the above treatment, the kinematic ratio d% / d£ is considered to equal one.
However, this is applicable for ideal experiments only, i.e. thin target, point neutron source,
point detector, and mono-energetic incident particle. For thick target neutron sources, some
factors, which affect the projectile energy-loss rate inside target volume, can affect this ratio.
Depending on the efficiency of the cooling system, the energy transferred from the incident
particles to the target can produce temperature gradient throughout the target volume, causing
local variation of stopping power. After long irradiation time, the incident particles as well as
the reaction residual nuclei will deposit in the target volume, affecting the energy loss rate.
Also, any non-homogeneity in the target material can affect the energy loss pattern.
Therefore, the d£ in the denominator, which is calculated using the reaction kinematics and
express the projectile ideal energy loss, may be not equal to d£ that is included in the
measured quantity "count per channel" and express the projectile effective energy loss. The
extent of the deviation of this ratio from unity depends on the experimental conditions, and it
needs further study to investigate its effect on the calculated neutron energy spectra and
possibilities of corrections.

One limiting factor of using this new definition of double differential yield is the
measurement of neutron spectrum under complex conditions, e.g. wide-angle detector, bad
projectile energy resolution, and three-body reactions. In such case, the measured neutron
intensity will be corresponding to neutron energy that results from many angles and/or
projectile energies. Therefore, the projectile-neutron energy relationship can not be simply
deduced, and d^con not be kinematically determined.
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Figure 6 : Angular anisotropy of d-T reaction
double differential yield (gas target) shows
irrelevant dependence at forward angles
regarding to the cross sections.
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Figure 7 : comparison of thick target d-T
neutron spectra using new and old defi-
nitions of the double differential yield.
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Figure 8 : .Angular anisotropy of d-T reaction using new definition of double differential yield for

a) thick gas target b) thin ( 0.5 MeV ) gas target.
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CONCLUSION

The quantity that is called "double differential yield" (or double differential cross
section) is a complex quantity. The neutron spectra in terms of this quantity are complex
spectra, due to the incorporation of the kinematic factor in calculation of the double
differential yield. It will be kinematics-intensity-related spectra, and don't reflect the real
intensity of the neutron source. Therefore, the double differential spectra are not suitable for
studding of neutron intensity angular anisotropy. Also, such spectra are not useful in
comparing different reaction intensities. Even, different regions of the same spectrum at same
angle with different kinematics behavior can not be analyzed from intensity point of view. All
applications that use these spectra as a weighting distribution will be affected, e.g. Monte
Carlo simulations, average energy calculation, and calculation of neutron dose. In these cases,
some energy intervals will have higher or lower weight than the real one.

For accelerator-based neutron sources, a new definition of the double differential yield
- in terms of projectile energy loss - is suggested to avoid the drawbacks of the old definition.
The new definition is found to be kinematics independent and intensity related. Thus, it can
be used to represent neutron spectra in kinematically non-linear regions. The new spectra
could be used to study neutron intensity angular anisotropy, and neutron spectra of different
reactions. The new spectra could be used as a density function for relative-intensity dependent
applications (e.g. average energy calculation, Monte Carlo simulations).

However, absolute-intensity dependent applications (e.g. dose calculation), which
require the real intensity of the produced neutrons, need integration of neutron spectra with
respect to projectile energy loss. This integration procedure is not convenient, because it
needs applying of the kinematics model and that the neutron spectra to be accompanied by a
complete knowledge of the target nucleus and thickness, projectile nucleus and projectile
energy.

This problem of complex spectra and the suggested solution are dedicated to the
accelerator-based neutron sources, and it is due to kinematics non-linearity. Indeed, it is not
clear if this problem exists in case of other neutron sources (e.g. fission and reactor sources)
or not, as they use a different kinematics model other than the two-body reactions.
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Against this background of avid hunger for knowledge among
the Greeks, Alexander launched his global enterprise in 334
BC. which he accomplished with meteoric speed until his
untimely death in 323 BC.

His aim throughout, had been not only restricted to
conquering lands as far as India, bur also to explore them He
therefore dispatched his companions, generals as well as
scholars, to report to him in detail on regions previously
unmapped and uncharted.

His campaigns therefore resulted in a "considerable addition
of empirical knowledge of geography" as Eratosthenes later
remarked. (ap.Strabon 1.2.1; 2.1.6.)

The reports he had acquired, survived and motivated an
unprecedented movement of scientific research and study of
the earth with its natural, physical qualities and inhabitants.
The time was pregnant with a new spirit that engendered
renaissance of human culture; and it was in this exhilarating
atmosphere that the great Library and Mouseion saw the light
of day, in Alexandria.



The founding of the Library and the Mouseion, is
unquestionably connected with the name of Demetrius of
Phaleron, a member of the Peripatic school and former
Athenian politician. But there are two conflicting traditions as
regards the person of the king who commissioned this double
project.

The older one, which originated with Aristeas {Letter, 9-10
Ilnd cent. BC.) favoured Ptolemy II as founder in association
with Demetrius, whereas at variance with this tradition,
Iraneaus in the Ilnd cent. AD. (Ill 21.2) expressly gave the
credit to Ptolemy I, son of Lagos.

However the opinion among scholars is almost unanimous
now, in favour of Ptolemy I, at whose court c. 297 BC.
Demetrius sought refuge after his fall from power in Athens
and became his trusted advisor.

Furthermore, we know that Demetrius fell into disfavour with
Ptolemy II, and did not long survive his accession to the
throne (Diog. L.5.78; Cic. Pro C. Raberio Postumo 23).2

In view of these events, it is obvious that it was Ptolemy I,
Soter who, c. 295, commissioned Demetrius with the task of
founding the Library and the Mouseion. The choice was most
appropriate, for Demetrius, besides being a brilliant politician,
was also a most prolific writer "whose learning and
versatility" was highly thought of by Diogenes Laertius (5.77-
80).

There is little doubt that it was his dynamic role as the first
director of the Library and Mouseion that firmly established
their international renown.

Photo: A leaf of an open papyrus codex



Regarding the collection of books, we learn from the oldest
surviving text, which is the Letter ofAristeas, that it was
conceived as a universal library (9-10) "Demetrius... had at
his disposal a large budget in order to collect, if possible, all
the books in the world; .. .to the best of his ability, he carried
out the king's objective."

The same claim is reiterated more than once: Irinaeus (ibid.)
speaks of Ptolemy's desire to equip "his library with the
writings of all men as far as they were worth serious
attention". Much later, a medieval text, most probably also
derived from Aristeas, repeats the same allegation (Tzetzes,
Proleg. p.31. Mb 8 f). Undoubtedly, however, the larger
amount was in Greek, in fact, judging from the scholarly work
done in Alexandria, we have the impression that the whole
corpus of Greek literature was amassed in the Library.
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